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Abstract
The need of the European Commission, Directorate General for Agriculture for early European figures on crop production led to the development of the MARS activities in the beginning of the nineties. A Crop yield forecasting system was put in place to supply early information on development and growth conditions of crops during the campaign as well as to forecast crop yields.
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Introduction
For implementation of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), the European Commission requires information on European crop production of the current growing season. To acquire this information, the MARS-project (at that time: Monitoring Agriculture with Remote sensing) was started 20 years ago. The MARS-project is now running in an operational context what is called the MCYFS (Mars Crop Yield Forecasting System) to provide short term forecasts for the main European crops. The project uses near real time data like observed weather, weather forecasts and remote sensing data. On regular intervals new yield statistics are added. Static input data consist of soil maps, crop parameters and administrative regions. With these input data crop conditions are simulated and crop specific end-of-season yield forecasts are made. With software tools the data can be accessed, analysed and presented. While the operational running of the needed crop growth models and software tools has been outsourced, the Mars Unit is in charge of research and development, main output quality control, analyses and publication of the MARS bulletins.

MARS Crop Yield Forecasting System
The Joint Research Centre has been developing and operationally running a Crop Forecasting System since 1992 in order to provide timely crop production forecasts at European level. This system is able to monitor crop vegetation growth (cereal, oil seed crops, protein crops, sugar beet, potatoes, pastures, rice) and include the short-term effects of meteorological events on crop productions and to provide yearly yield forecasts on European crops. The MARS Crop Yield Forecasting System, is made by remote sensing and meteorological observations, agro-meteorological modelling (Crop Growth Monitoring System (CGMS), MARS Model Library) and statistical analysis tools. CGMS monitors crops development in Europe, driven by meteorological conditions modified by soil characteristics and crop parameters. This mechanistic approach describes the crop cycle (i.e. biomass, storage organ ...) in combination with phenological development from sowing to maturity on a daily time scale.

The main characteristic of CGMS lies in its specialization component, integrating interpolated meteorological data, soils and crops parameters, through elementary mapping units used for simulation in the crop model. This system can be considered as having three levels:

1. Management of a meteorological data base (Level 1: Weather monitoring);  
2. Management of an agro-meteorological model and data base (Level 2: Crop simulation);  
3. Statistical analyses of data produced and crop yield forecasting at the European level (Level 3: Yields forecasts).

Level 1: Weather monitoring
The weather monitoring component is one of the main elements of the MCYFS (Genovese G., 2001). Every day the raw data of at least 3000 stations that regularly collect and supply one or more indicators are acquired and added to the raw station weather database. Most basic indicators like precipitation, temperature and wind speed can be directly retrieved from weather stations; while solar radiation and evapotranspiration are calculated from basic indicators. In addition also weather forecasts (from ECMWF) are loaded. This has the advantage that crop yield can be simulated until the end of the crop season and can be used to make Yield Forecasts. The data is processed daily and quality checked and interpolated to a 25 x 25 kilometer grid.

Level 2: Crop simulation
The crop simulation takes three major factors into account: weather, soil and crop characteristics. For each of these factors input data are required. In order to have the output data also available for administrative regions such as countries or provinces also these should be known to the system. The core of the CGMS is the crop growth model WOFOST. It simulates biomass accumulation and crop development showing the effect of recent weather on crop growth. The model calculates intercepted light and convert this into plant matter (potential gross photosynthesis). When there is not enough soil water available the potential plant matter is reduced (actual gross photosynthesis). After subtracting maintenance costs (maintenance respiration) the newly formed plant matter is distributed over different plant organs;
roots, stems, leaves and storage organs (grains/tubers). Depending on the age of the plant (DVS which is driven by temperature) the different organs receive different shares. During the conversion from plant matter into organs part of it is lost as construction costs (growth respiration). Early in the season, most of the plant matter is invested into roots, stems and leaves. With more leaves also more light can be intercepted and plant growth increases rapidly. Towards the end of the season all or most of the plant matter is converted into storage organs and leaves start to decay therefore reducing light interception and thus reducing plant growth. Grains are ripening. The analysis in the Bulletin include a comparison of current year crop indicators with long term average indicators, that can reveal early or late phenological stages or more or less than normal biomass accumulation. In this way anomalies in regional weather conditions and the consequences for crop growth are detected early, providing a basis for alarm warnings or relief measures (van Diepen and van der Wal, 1995).
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